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About This Game

You take control of the lonely Nanobyte, NF01, who has been released within the Skystar System grid after a cascade of failures
due to a serious shock causing the systems fuses to explode. Your mission is to fix all the broken fuses by using three different

abilities and return the power back to the Skystar System.

Fused is a first-person science fiction platformer puzzle game, that is set inside a computer system which is styled in the classic
1980s sci-fi cyber world with a modern twist. Made within Unreal 4 engine, Fused is a linear pathed, interactive game that

contains puzzle elements which helps you reactivate the levels to progress further. By picking up fragmented files, you are able
to piece together who is behind the attack and what the systems main function is all about.
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Title: Fused
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ironsmith Studios Ltd
Publisher:
Ironsmith Studios Ltd
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: (Requires 64-Bit) Windows 7 and above

Processor: Duel Core Processor 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 770 or similar

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible 16-bit Sound Card

Additional Notes: 64-Bit operating system is required
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great game and the dev is very helpfully
if your into portal this is the game for you. Some really cool concepts in here.
Simple puzzle platforming with some innovative switching mechanics.
Bright, colorful visuals.
I wish the soundtrack was a little more memorable.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qBSiSMLSSKU. Great puzzle game!! Well if you like puzzle games, It is thing for you.

+Nice switching color mechanics
+Great game design
+Challenging puzzles

-Bugs (But it is in Early Access). Neat concept, not long, but the play is pretty good, and the idea is really cool. Neat puzzle
game.. great puzzle game. so much potential with this game. would be great for the young and old, memory\/learning game, plus
its fun
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